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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we obtain a necessary condition and a sufficient condition for a general 
wavelet with a matr ix dilation to be a frame in L2(R~). We extend the concept of frame wavelet 
sets and give their constructions. Several examples are presented and compared with some known 
results. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A family {fx}),~a of elements in a Hilbert space 7{ is a frame for 7{, where A is a countable set, 
if there exist constants L,M > 0 such that 
Ltlfll2 <- E lif'fx)12 <<- Milfll2' 
AEA 
for any f C ~. 
Let n be a positive integer. An n x n real matrix A is said to be expansive if all of its 
eigenvalues have absolute values greater than 1. In this paper, A* denotes the transpose of A. 
For ¢ E L2(Rn), its Fourier transform is defined by ~(~) = fR~ ¢(x) e-2~i~'~ dx, ~ ~ R ~. 
For ¢ C L2(R), a > 1, and b > 0, let ¢j,k(x) := aJ /2¢( Jx  - kb), j, k ~ Z. 
Christensen [1] gave a sufficient condition for {¢j,k}j,k being a frame for L2(R). 
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PROPOSIT ION i.I. 
(i) 
(ii) 
Let a > 1, b > O, and 9 E LZ(R) be given. Assume the following. 
L := ~ I~[E[1,a] 
k#0 jEZ 
1 sup ~ ~(a '~)~(a '~÷ k)  <oo. 
M := ~ I~le[l'a]J, "~Cz 
Then, {¢j,k}j,k is a frame for L2(R) with bounds L,M. 
Chui and Shi [2] proved that if {¢j,k}j,k is a frame for L2(R) with bounds L, M, then 
bL < ~ ~ (aJ~) ~ < bM, a.e. 
jEz 
Are there similar resuks in higher-dimensional cases? By Chui and Shi [3], the following 
necessary condition holds. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. /f  ~ E L2(Rn), b > 0, A = ~U, where ~ > 1, U is an unitary matrix, and 
{I det AIJ/2¢(Aix - bk)}jez, kez~ is a frame for L2(R n) with bounds L, M, then 
jcz  
In this paper, for a real expansive matr ix  A and  a real nonsingular matr ix  B,  we  extend 
Proposit ions I.I and  1.2 in the following Theorem 1.2, in wh ich  we give a necessary condition 
and  a sufficient condition for {Idet AI J /2¢(A Jx  - Bk)} j~z ,  kez ~ being a f rame for L2(Rn) .  
On  the other hand, let A be a real expansive matrix, E c R n be a measurab le  set and  
= XE,  Dai  et al. [4,5] gave a necessary condition and  a sufficient condition for the system 
{ldetA[1/2~(AJx - k)}j~z, kcz~ being a frame for L2(Rn). 
In this paper, based on Theorem 2.1, we study a similar problem in a different form. Let A be 
a fixed real expansive matrix. A measurable set E C R ~ is said to be a frame-set with respect 
to A, if there exists a real nonsingular matrix B such that {IdetAI1/2¢(AJx - Bk)}jez,  kez~ is 
a frame for LZ(Rn), where ~ = XE. We give a sufficient and necessary condition for E to be a 
frame-set when E is bounded. In the last section, several examples are presented and compared 
with some known results. 
2. DEF IN IT IONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
In what follows, we assume that ~ c L2(Rn), A is a real expansive matrix, B is a n × n real 
nonsingular matrix, and let ¢j,k(x) = IdetA[J/2¢(AJx - Bk), j E Z, k E Z ~, x E R ~. 
When {¢j,k}j,~ is a frame for L2(R~), ~ is said to be a frame wavelet for the matrices A and B. 
For a nonsingula~ matrix B, let IIBll = sup~R~ IBxl/Ixl, where Ixl = ~/x~ +. . .  + x~, for any 
x = (Xl , . . . ,  xn) c R ~. Let #(.) be the Lebesgue measure on R ~. For E,F  C R ~, E ~ F means 
that #(E \ F) = #(F \ E) = 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A be an expansive matrix. A set S in R n is called a basic set of R ~ with 
respect o A if S can be expressed by 
S=F U A*JF ' 
where F is a bounded measurable subset in R n and the origin is an interior point of F. 
Now, we give a necessary condition and a sufficient condition for a general wavelet with a 
matr ix  dilation to be a f rame for LZ(Rn) .  
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that A is an expansive matrix end B is a nonsingular matrix. Then, 
(i) if {~j,k}j~Z,k~Z~ is a frame for L2(R ~) with bounds L,M, then 
L < I detBt a.e. ¢ e a (2.1) 
(ii) let S be a basic set with respect o A, if 
5. - -{detB i , s  Z Z ~(A* ' [ )~(A* ' [+B*-~I )  >0 (2.2) 
i~z lez%{o} 
and 
A . -  i detBi ~SJ~z,l~z~ 
then {¢j,k}j,k is a frame for L2(R ~) with bounds 5, A. 
COROLLARY 2.2. I f  (2.1) holds and ¢ is band-limited, then {¢j,k} is a frame for any nonsingular 
matrix B with 1/IIB[I > diam(supp~). 
DEFINITION 2.2. A family of sets {Ej}je A is called a finitely disjoint partition of a set E, where 
A C Z, if the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(i) E = Uj AEj. 
(ii) There exists an integer N >>_ 2, such that the intersection of any N sets in {Ej}jca has 
measure  zero .  
On constructions of bounded frame-sets, we  have the following. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be an expansive matrix, E C R ~ be a bounded measurable set with 
0 < #(E) < oo. Then, the following holds. 
(i) I f  E is a frame-set with respect to A, then for any basic set S with respect o A, there 
exists an integer if, such that 
J 
U A*'Sj, (2.4) 
j= -oo  
where {Sj}j<z is a finitely disjoint partition of S. 
(ii) I f  there exists a basic set S with respect o A, such that (2.4) holds, then E is a bounded 
frame-set with respect o A. 
3. PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS 
The following proposition can be found in [6-8]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. I rA  is an expansive matrix, then the following holds. 
(i) A* is also an expansive matrix. 
(ii) There exist constants C > 0 and A > 1, such that for any integer j > 0 and any ~ C R n, 
1 [A-JcJ < e- j t, JAJ I _> c JJ r. 
By Proposition 3.1, we have the following. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Assume that S C R ~ is a bounded measurable set, A is an expansive matrix. Then, 
S is a basic set with respect o A if and only if the following two items holds. 
(i) The origin is an interior point of R n \ S. 
(ii) Any two sets in {A*J S}jez are disjoint, and R ~ \ {0} = [Jyez A*~ S" 
PROOF. Let D = A*. By Proposition 3.11 D is an expansive matrix and there exist constants 
C > 0, A > 1 such that for any integer j > 0 and any [ C R n, 
ID-J~] <- ~----~'~1, ]DJ~] > cAJI[I. (3.1) 
NECESSITY. Let S = F \ [J/<_I(DJF), where F is a bounded measurable subset in R ~ and the 
origin is an interior point of F. 
Since the origin is an interior point of F, there exists a positive constant M, such that {~ : 
]~] < M} C F. Then, ( "} D7:171<~ C{~: I~ I<M}cP.  (3.2) 
By (3.2) and the expression of S, we have that {7:171 < M/]IDil} C D-~r c R ~ \ S. Thus, we 
get (i). 
Secondly, by the expression of S, we see that any two sets in {DJS}jez are disjoint. Moreover, 
fix any ~ C R n \ {0}, since the origin is an interior point of F, it follows from (3.1) that there 
exists an positive integer Y~ such that D-J~ E F, for any j >_ Y~. Thus, 
E DJF, for any j _> J~. (3.3) 
On the other hand, since F is bounded, we have from (3.1) that there exists a negative integer j~, 
such that 
~ DJF, for any j < j~. (3.4) 
It follows from (3.3) and (3.4), that there exists p E Z, such that p = min{j : ~ ~ DJr, j e z}. 
Then, ~ ~ DPr \ Uj<p_l(DJr) = DpS. Thus, R ~ \ {0} c [-Jjez DiS" But 0 ~ S by (i). Then, 
0 ¢ DJS, for any j e Z. Therefore, R ~ \ {0} = [-Jjez DiS. Thus, we get (ii). 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose that S is a measurable set with Properties (i) and (ii). 
Let P = {0} U [Jj<o DiS. By (ii), we have that S = F \ Uj<_I(DJr). We are to show that F 
is bounded and the origin is an interior point of F. 
In fact, since S is bounded, Uj<o D~S is bounded by (3.1). Thus, F is bounded. Secondly, 
by (i), there exists a positive constant M such that I~t > M, for any ~ E S. Then, it follows 
from (3.1) that for any ~ E S and any integer j > 0, we have 
IDJ~] > cAJI~] > CM. (3.5) 
Then, we have from (3.5) and (ii) that 
R~ ~ U (DiS) ={0}UUDJS=F {7: < CM} c 
\ j>l j<O 
Hence, the origin is an interior point of F. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 (i). Let D = A*, T = B *-1. It is easy to see that 
JR[., . . . .  DI-Z   e = Wj,kkx)e dx --- I det 
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Let pj = IdetDp/I detB] 2, T ~ = [-1/2, 1/21% For any f • L2(an), since f,  tb • L2(R~), we 
h ave  
I(f'¢J'k)12 = ~ I detDl-J mR/(~)~(D-J{)e2~iBkD-'~d~: 
kEZ n kEZ n 
= ~ IdetDlY fa f(DJ~)~b(~)e2"iBk'~d~2 
kEZ~ n 
kEZ ~ 1 
=P5 ~ IT~ ~-~f(DJT(rl+l))¢(T(~+l)) e'"ik"Tdrl 
1 kEZ ~ ",  EZ  ~ 
~b(T(~ + k)) 2 = PJ/W~ ~ f (DJT(r] + k)) dr l
EZ ~ 
= P3 iT'* E / ( DjT(~ + k)) lb (T(~ + k))f (DJT(rl + m))¢ (T(r] + m)) dr l
k~mEZ n 
= PJ E IT-+k / (DJTrl) !b(Trl) 
kCZ,~ 
E / (DJT (rl + (m - k)))~b (T (rl + (m - k))) drl 
mEZ ~ 
= PJ/a~ E f (DjT~) f (DJT(rl + 1))~b(Trl)~ (T(~] ÷ 1)) d~. 
1CZ ~ 
Thus, 
~ I(f, Ca,k)l 2 - -  
jEZ kEZ ~ 
= M(f) + R(f), 
where 
M(f) - - -  
' £ 
I det BI ~ ~ lez~ ](~)f (~ + DJml)~b (D-Y~)~b (D-J~ + ml) d~ 
R(f) - Idet B~ j~ez ¼ ~ f(~)] (~ + D-3TI) ~b (DJ~)~b (DJ~ + T1) d~. 
• l cz~\{0} 
Now, given any fixed co E R ~ \ {0}, let 
1 $-~(~) - ._~-+_.  x~+s~(~) ,  ~ • z .  x/,(H~) 
We are to estimate R(f,~). For that, let 
f~ = T ~ = _ 
q = min{m : 2f~ C H~}, 
mEZ-  
C1 = min~rm : H,~ A TZ ~ ¢ {0}}. 
mCZ~ 
(3.6) 
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If l C Z ~ \ {0} and ~, ~ + D-JTI c a~ + H,~, then D-JTI E Dm(2f~) C Dm+q(~t)  = t-Lrn+q, 
T1 E Hj+,~+q, and j + m + q > C1. Let 
ml = - -m - -  q + C1 ,  
for m E Z and j >_ ml. 
Now, we use the fact that the number of points of T(Zn), different from the origin and contained 
in the set Hj+,~+q, is smaller than a constant multiple of the volume of this set (see [7; 8, p. lS3]), 
i.e., ~Sj,,~ <_ Ctdet DI j+'~, for any m E Z and any j >_ rnl, where ~ denotes the number of 
dements in a given set, and C is a constant depending only on q and C1. Thus, we have 
1 
lR ( f~) l= ~ IdetBI E fm({)f'~({÷D-JTl)~(DJ[)~(Di{÷TI) 
j 1 n IESj ,m 
1 z s x: .  /m(~)¢ (DJ[) ~ d~ < E IdetBI 
j>_mi E i ,~  n 
1 
CldetDlJ+'~ f~ ~3 (DJ~) 2 d~ E _< --Idet BI#(H-~) +g~ 
j_>rnl 
C 
- [detB I  j>~ fD,(~+H,~) (~) ' d~. 
Further, by Proposition 3.1, there exists a constant m0 < min{0, -q  + C1}, such that 
for any m < rn0 and any ~ E w + H,~. 
Therefore, there exists a constant Co > 0, such that I~1 -> Co Am11wl, for any m < m0, j >_ rnl 
and any ~ E DJ(w + H,~). It is easy to see that there exists a positive integer K related to w, 
such that the intersection of any K sets in {DJ (w + H,~)}jk,~ 1 is empty for any m < m0. Finally, 
we have 
CK ~ ~(~) 2 d~, for any m < m0. (3.7) 
IR(I~)I <_ idetB------- ~ i>Co~_~_~+c~1~[ 
Now, 
where 
L<_M(fm)+R(fm)<_M, for anymcZ,  (3.8) 
f (DJ ) (3.9) f ( f~)  - IdetB~(H~) l  ~+ ~ j~z 
Since _R(f,~) ~ 0 as m -+ -oo by (3.7), it follows from (3.8), (3.9) and [8, Theorem 6] that 
when m -+ -oo, we have 
I ~ 2 
L < [det BI E (D~) -< M, 
j EZ  
a.e. ~ eR ~. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 (ii). Us!ng (3.6) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 
1 (/. 
IR(f)l<- detB]E  E f(~)2 ~(Dj~)~(DJ~+T1 ) d~)l/2 
( )" 
- Idetm~ ~z~{o} 
i/2 
" ( El~z%{0}/I~ f(~÷D-JTl) 2 ~(DJ~)~(DJ~+Tl) d~) 
1 
j~z l~z~\{o} JR 
Thus, it follows from (3.6) and Lemma 3.2 that {¢j,k}j,k is a frame for L2(R ~) with bounds 5, 
A if (2.2) and (2.3) hold. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3 (i). Let D = A* and E be a bounded frame-set. Then, there exist 
a nonsingular matrix B and positive numbers L, M, such that {@j,k}j,k is a frame with bounds 
L, M, where ~ = XE. Thus, (2,1) holds. Therefore, we have the following two assertions. 
(Pl) Rn a.e. Uj~Z D-YE" 
(P2) There exists an integer N > 2 such that the intersection of any N sets in {D-YE}jez has 
measure zero. 
For any basic set S with respect o A, we have from (P1) that S ~ ~j~z{D-JE N S}. 
Note that E is bounded. By Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 (i), there exists a positive integer J 
such that D-JE n S = 0, for j > J. Hence, S ~'=~" UJ__~{D-JE n S}. Let Sy = D-JE 0 S, for 
each j _< J. By (P2), the intersection of any N sets in {Sj}j<_j has measure zero. Further, by 
Lemma 3.2, we get 
z~ ~ O ~ys: U (E o.ys): 0 (D' (.-~E~ s))= O "% 
jEZ jEZ j~ J  j< J  
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3 (ii). Let D = A* and S be a basic set with respect o A. Assume 
that E ~:~" ~j<_j DYSy, where {Sj}j<_j is a finitely disjoint partition of S. Then, we have the 
following. 
(P3) There exists a positive integer N _> 2, such that the intersection of any N sets in {Sj}j<_] 
has measure zero. 
Note that S = Uj_<j sj. Let V = ~j~z DYE. If we denote the complement of a set F by F, 
then by Lemma 3.2, we have 
.. :..,. 
Hence, 
(P4) R ~ ~ Uj~z DYE. 
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Assume that there exist N sets {D'~,E}I<p<N satisfying ' N _ - #(~p=l  D'~E)  > 0, where ml  < 
m2 < . . .  < raN.  Since 
p=l p=l  ] 
= U (Dm~+JIsj~ND'~2+J2SJ~N'"nDmN+JNSjN) ' 
jl,j2,...,jN~.~J 
(N ) there exist jp <_ J, for p = 1 , . . . ,  N, such that # ~p=l Dm;+JPSJp > O. 
Since the intersection of any two sets in {DJ S}j~z has measure zero, we have mp +jp = mq -[-jq 
N for 1 <_ p, q <_ N. Then, jp ¢ jq for p ¢ q, and #(Ap=l Sj;) > 0, which contradicts (P3). Thus, 
we have the following. 
(Ps) The intersection of any N sets in {DJE}j~z has measure zero. 
Let ~ = XE. By (P4) and (Pa), we get 
1 < E I~(DJ~)I2 < N, a.e. ~ E R n. 
jEZ 
By Corollary 2.2, ¢ is a frame wavelet for L2(R n) with A and any nonsingular matrix B with 
1/t[B[I > diam(E).  
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
4.  EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let S = ( -1 /2 , -1 /4 ]  U (1/2, 1]. By Lemma 3.2, S is a basic set with respect o 
A = (2). Let So = S, Sj = 0, for each j < 0. By Theorem 2.3, S = Uj<0 2JSj is also a bounded 
frame-set with respect o A = (2). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let A = (2 1 1 ~1). Then, D -- A* = (212) .  For any positive integer m, 
1 0 2 - i  2 
Let D-'~x = (y['~), y~'~)), where x = (xl, x2) C R 2. We get 
max y~'~) , y('~) <2 ~ max{Ix l l , lx2t} , for any m >__ 1. 
Let F = D[ -1 /2 ,  1/2] 2. Then, D-mF C D-1 I  ~, for any m > 1. Thus, S --= F \D-1F  is a basic set 
with respect to A, where F is a quadrangle which have four corner points ( -0.5,  1.5), (1.5, 0.5), 
( -1 .5 , -0 .5 ) ,  (0.5,-1.5).  By Theorem 2.3, if {Sj}j<_j is any finitely disjoint partition of S and 
~b = XE, where E = Uj<_j DJSj (especially E = S), then ~ is a frame wavelet for the matrix A 
and any nonsingular matrix B with IIBII <_ 1 /d iam(suppE) .  
REMARK. For the set S in Examples 4.1 and 4.2, if B is an identity matr ix and ¢ -- Xs, then 
{¢j,k}j,k is not a frame (see [4, Example 5; 5, Example 1]). 
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